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Abstract
Eternity Now is a collection of 7 outfits on witch I have 
projicised my will. 

This made the collection:

* The philosophical “studios”/ places for big thinking- the 
botanical garden in Gothenburg, Schloss Shönbrunn in Vi-
enna. Nature is the only thing we really need. It’s the main 
inspiration for shape and colour. The art of balance.  

*  Bodil Malmsten & Owe Wikström. Authors that in poetic 
ways speak of time, process and nature. Existentialists that 
have made this method possible, a method that is compare-
able to Bodil Malmstens way of writing books. You know 
you can, but you don’t know when you can. And that is ok, 
if it works in the end.

* Alchemy as natural philosophy and graphic art. Made the 
prints and views on life in general.

* Slowfashion/ Sustainable fashion. The only right way to 
think about clothes theese days. We can’t go any faster than 
this if we want to keep the planet. This work is related to 
ideas of slowfashion.

Gothenburg Botanical Garden.

“The white breviate: “Life is however, some short and anxious moments 
for those who remember or know nothing about the past, while they neglect 
the present and go in fear of what’s to come. When they stand for the end, 
then they first realize, but too late, that they did not perform anything in life, 
though they still had too much to do.“ 
(Wikström, 2008. S 85) My translation.
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Intro 

Feel like escaping it all, move into the 
forest, wear one self-cleaning dress that 
will last till I die and that I can be burr-
ied in. 

The only right thing to do is to slow 
down and to step back and have a look at 
our lives, who we want to be and to find 
our true needs.
  
Our need of things to be more holy in 
this falling world is obvious.
Searching for a method to add value into 
fabrics and clothing. And living.

”It’s an obvious truth that the relation-
ship between fashion and consumption 
conflicts with sustainability goals- al-
though, like the elephant in the room, 
it’s so obvious that it’s often overlooked. 
We shop for clothes addictively and are 
trapped by record levels of credit card 
dept. The pressure to constantly refor-
mulate identity instigated by changing 
fashion trends feeds insecurity and ris-
ing levels of physiological illness.”
(Fletcher, 2008. S 117)
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Alchemy & 
Mysticism

The theory of alchemy and theire vi-
sion that all matter derive from the same 
immemorial matter (prima materia) 
and that everything is made from the 
four elements interests me in a poetic 
way. I like how they make no differece 
between matter. Everything is eternal. 
Microcosm is the same as Macrocosm 
but smaller. Recycling of the spirit is the 
same as all matter. 

It is prooved that the alchemy physics 
are wrong but the parts I focus on is 
theire creativity and passion for ex-
perimenting. The pictures and poetic 
descriptions from the book“Alchemy & 
Mysticism” has been the main inspira-
tion for this work.   

“Emphasizing their broad theoretical foundations, the 
alchemists often termed themselves “philosophers”, de-
scribing their work simply as “art” (ars) or “philosophical 
art”.”(Roob, 2009. p  9.)

“According to Aristotle, the prima materia conjoins 
with the four qualities of dryness, coldness, moisture 
and heat, thus developing to form the four elements. By 
manipulating these qualities, it was also possible, so he 
thought, to change the elemental combination of materi-
als, thereby bringing about their transmutation. Accord-
ingly, the work of the alchemist lies “only in the rotation 
of the elements.” (Roob, 2009. p 15.)t
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The order of the elements.



Sign of time

Are you the one you want to be or the one they want 
you to be? In a world that is ruled by capitalism, it is 
prefered that people are average. In that way it’s easy 
to make bigger target groups and therefor earn more 
money. I don’t want to be a part of that. No one’s gonna 
fool me. I’m not gonna let myself be convienced that 
I need new speed-made, shitty clothes once a week. I 
don’t. I don’t need a superspecial phone either. I just 
wanna grow my hair out, spend time in nature, go com-
pletely progg. Straight and simple clothing for straight 
and simple living. That’s what I want.  

“In our century, we have radically changed ways to meet our needs. Historically, people 
relied on internal methods (the ones that came from within themselves), such as reflec-
tion and creativity, to meet their needs. In our century, we have largely passed to external 
methods, such as watching television and buy a lot of things. Research shows that these 
methods are less successful in terms of satisfying our needs.”
(Thorpe, 2007. P, 143) My translation.
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” To understand something of the world one must understand something about 
oneself.
To understand something of oneself, one must be vigilant of one’s interactions. 
Interactions with others are always on the border of yourself, where you stop and 
the other begins. And vice versa. 
You have to know where you begin and where you end. You must know where the 
center is-we can call it the core and the where the surface begins, that is facing 
the world, that is all that is not you.” (Malmsten, 2007. p 59) My translation.
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Slow down

Nature is a big room for big 
thoughts. During this process it 
has been my philosophical studio. 
It has been a way to cool down, a 
reminder of the speed in the “real” 
world. 
Everything makes sense in nature. 
Colours, shapes, combinations, 
proportions. 

During springtime there is a lot 
happening out there. It’s all about 
process. Makes me work.
   

”Slow fashion is about designing, producing, consuming and living better. It is about combining ideas about 
a sense of nature’s time (of regenerating cycles and evolution), culture’s time (of the value of traditions and 
wisdom), as well as the more common timeframes of fashion and commerce.”
(Fletcher, 2008. p 173)
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Eternity 
Now

Ideas of eternity and recykling. 
The past, the present, the future. 
Ecology. 

Shortly, this work is about 
holisic views on life. “Eternity 
Now” talks about the awareness 
of time.

This drives me crazy but it also 
makes me work.

“Ancient Church spoke of FINITUM est Capax infiniti-the finite can absorb eternity.
(...) Everyday linear time (kronos) - “now it’s Tuesday evening and it will soon be night, followed by Wednesday and 
Thursday and so autumn continous” is being replaced inside the worship of a circular or perpetual sense of time 
(kairos) - I am now contemporary with all those who belive and have believed and above all, with the risen and living 
Christ.”
(Wikström, 2008. p 153.) My translation.

“The present is always the present moment of the past. We are the past. Art links the past, the present 
and the future. Cut off from the past there is only habit.”
(Westwood, 2011.)
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Vomit of my vision

How to make form speak the same laguage as the spo-
ken laguage? Thats the first issue. And, should I make 
clothes at all? This piece is based on the “protection 
bag” that people drag over their stockman’s, as a first 3d 
sketch. 
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Holy Clothes

What is it with straight, simple cloth-
ing that is so fascinating? It easily gets 
boring but with the right balance and 
colours it’s, for me, the most honest 
way of dressing. If clothes don’t talk 
about the body maybe it talks about 
the person in relation to the world.    

“Holy men and women are easily recognized. Their apparel often re-
flects the way of dressing in the middle ages. Therefore the holy men and 
women often wear long robes without any
particular fit, almost androgynous in it’s simple straight form which 
offcourse avoids showing
any fatale bodyshapes.”
(Lewenhaupt 2005) My translation.
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Possible lineup
I realised, in terms of sustainable clothes, that the clothes that lasts are rather the 
ones with caracter than the simlpe basics. At least in my wardrobe. There is still the 
idea of covering and a certain volume. The colours are many but of  similar carac-
ter. 
I work with balance. Adding what’s needed to make it interesting for the eye (such 
as highlights and contrasting colours) but still with my philosophy as startingpoint. 
Painting through feeling. The art of balance.    
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First tryouts
An example of the raw material- the blank paper in 3d. The sketches are a start-
ingpoint but the process goes on. This is how I work. I practice my way of seeing 
through sketching but it is always at the present moment that decisions are being 
taken. A problem here was that I were too careful with the fabrics and it made a 
stiff and fould expression.  
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Developing lineup

The following pages is about getting closer to 
the expression I’m looking for. I want more 
black metal than old lady’s clothing.
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Surface
So far, silhuett has been focus. 
Now, the surface- colours, prints, 
layers, needs to be explored. 
Adding smaller details to high-
light that the big shapes are big.
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Mad as a hatter
In beginning of Mars I got in contact with Annagulla, 
a hatmaker in Gothenburg. We met and found out that 
we had a lot in common. Since then we have met every 
week to develop the hats she’s making for this collec-
tion.
The meeting with her was an important point in the 
process. The feeling of not beeing alone, to have a team 
beside you is very important. It also helpt developing 
the lineup again.

The hats have appeared in sketches from the start. There 
is something about hats. They play with the distance 
between heaven and head.
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Hats in charge
The hatmaking process gave new ideas to the project. I let them out.
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Very important
point of process

The importance of not feeling limited by fabrics becomes 
clear. It’s better to work with a lot of cheap second-hand 
fabrics then to use more expensive, thus closer to the “real” 
fabrics. Unlimited use of fabrics made it possible to make 
better 3d scetching, in terms of silhuett.
How can it be so difficult to not make things difficult? If 
I had accepted my method earlier I would not have had as 
much creative angst that now is a fact in the first phase. 
The method: always sketching.  
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Repaint New sketches made from 3d sketching and prints from the alchemy book
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Prints

The print above is almost one meter in real scale. The idea is to 
make the print look reported by repeating it in a random way 
on the fabric. Same with the one underneath.
I have chosen theese because of the shapes and the contrast in 
the pictures.
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Reported patterns

To the left: the alchemy signs.
To the right: The serpent from Elementa 
chemicae, a part of the process towards “Phi-
losophers Stone”. 

“First we bring together , then we putrefy, 
we break down what has been putrified, we 
purify the divided, we unite the purified and 
harden it. In this way One is made from man 
and woman. (Büchlein vom Stein der Weisen, 
1778).”
(Roob, 2009. p 37)
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Screenprinting + painting
I work with screenprinting. Pigment colour on cotton and linen, acid colour on silk and wool. Mixing 
prints with paintings. The fabrics are dyed or space-dyed before printed. 
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To get the freedom in the use of fabrics I have tried 
to use whats around. That is also with thoughts of 
sustainability. Like eating carotts in Sweden during 
the wintertime, instead of tomatoes from Italy. 
I have worked with secondhand bargain such as lin-
nen curtains for a dress and bags. 
I was lucky getting some really nice fabrics from a 
friend of my mother. She bought wool fabrics from a 
hat-factory outlet that I took over.
Add value- to make the fabrics fit in, I dye and print 
them.  
Some of the fabrics are bought at the school as well.  
 
The point here is to learn how to design with the 
fabric as a startingpoint. Instead of the classical way 
of drawing a garment, then look for the right fabric, 
then sew it, I always have the fabric around. If I have 
exactly 4 meters of a bargain fabric, I have to design 
a product for wich 4 meters is enough. 

The thoughts of “no waste”, to use as much of the 
fabric as possible, matched the idea of making 
straight, simple clothing. The startingpoint for most 
of the pieces is a square of fabric that i have shaped 
on the body. 
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My work is always about me working. Where and how. The process is the main inspiration. My process and others. I step 
outside my body and watching me work. Watching me not work. 

I know I can, I just don’t know when. It’s all about being there and then, to catch the moment, that makes actual products. 

The method is to work everywhere, all the time until I’m in control of what I wanted to surround from the beginning. I 
work myself into the centerpoint of the project, starting with surrounding. Thats why I present new ideas all the time. It 
looks like I movce focus, but I’m not. This is my method. For example, this report has been written about 5 times from the 
beginning. 
I need a blank paper to sketch on. No matter where in the process I am.
Form is a language. I know what I meen, I know what I want but I have to communicate form through form. 
So, this work has been a very intimate time with myself. 

I see this collection as pretty wearable and could be produced in a small amount. Some of the pieces, like the bags, I can 
see in a shop like Wood Wood. People who shop for Jeremy Scott, Henrik Vibskov, and that kind of  street/fashion mix, 
might buy this stuff.

This collection could be developed when in comes to sustainable dying and printing tecniques. Some of the fabrics could 
also be developed into this direction. 
Most of all I see this collection as a contribution to the sustainable fashion debate.

I imagine myself continuing with this approach to fashion. Maybe there will be a manifesto around theese thoughts.  

Clara Flygare.
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